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Abstract The electromagnetic field inside a spherical cav-
ity of large radius R is considered in the presence of station-
ary charge and current densities. R provides infra-red reg-
ularisation while maintaining gauge invariance. The quan-
tum ground state of physical photons forming the magnetic
field is found to be a coherent state with a definite mean
occupation number. The electric field, which is determined
by the Gauss law constraint, is maintained by a minimum
uncertainty coherent state, according to the projection oper-
ator approach to the quantisation of constrained systems.
The mean occupation number of this state is proportional to
the square of the total charge. The results confirm formulae
obtained previously from a calculation with a finite photon
mass for infra-red regularisation.

1 Introduction and summary

The quantum N -portrait of black holes and the corpuscu-
lar nature of gravity recently developed by Dvali, Gomez
and collaborators [1–9] are interesting approaches to tack-
ling profound questions in quantum gravity, from ultra-violet
finiteness over black hole entropy to the information paradox.
They also may help to shed light on dark energy: applying
the same ideas to the observable universe gives an estimate
of the dark energy density which is very close to the observed
value [10]. Related developments can be found in [11–20].

A pressing question in this context is how to identify, from
an underlying microscopic quantum theory, the N quantum
constituents of a given semiclassical gravitational configu-
ration. Evidence from string theory and supergravity shows
that the degeneracy of soft graviton states of order eN implied
by the quantum N -portrait is needed in order for the S-
matrix of graviton–graviton scattering to be unitary [21].
More recently, a proposal for how to identify the quantum
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constituents of solitons has been made [22], but it is too early
to draw conclusions from this for gravity.

An obvious approach to the above question is to view clas-
sical fields as coherent quantum states and to identify N with
the mean occupation number. This approach is based upon
an intuitive understanding of quantum field theory as an infi-
nite collection of harmonic oscillators, for which the concept
of coherent states is most straightforward. However, in this
respect, gravity poses two challenges. First, gravity is a con-
strained dynamical system as a consequence of gauge invari-
ance. Second, the long-range nature of gravity renders classi-
cal field configurations not square-integrable and, therefore,
unsuitable as physical quantum states.1

Both challenges are shared by electrodynamics, and it has
been argued before that understanding the analogous ques-
tion – how many photons are bound by electric charges and
currents – would yield answers that could be generalised to
gravity [23–25]. In [25], this question has been answered
circumventing the above problems by adding a small pho-
ton mass and a Coulomb gauge fixing term to the Maxwell
Lagrangian. The former acts as an infra-red regulator, breaks
gauge invariance and makes the constraints second-class,
while the latter ensures that the dispersion relation for lon-
gitudinal photons differs from that of the physical transverse
photons. In the limit where the photon mass is removed, the
spectrum of the longitudinal modes is pushed to infinity, so
that they “freeze”. Nevertheless, the classical electrostatic
field around a given charge distribution really is represented
by a coherent state of longitudinal photons, and the mean
occupation number of that state is

Nq = c
q2

4π h̄
, (1)

1 This is similar to the situation of the topological solitons in [22].
Therefore, following the approach of that paper, one may ponder a
possible convolution of a topological sector and an energy sector in
gravity.
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where q is the total charge and c is a numerical constant that
depends on the coefficient of the gauge fixing term. This fact
makes the result (1) rather suspicious and indicates that Nq ,
although calculable, is not a physical observable. In contrast,
the number of transverse, i.e., physical photons in the static
magnetic field generated by a stationary current density j(x)
was found to be

N j = 1

(2π)2h̄

∫
d3x d3y j i (x) j j (y)

(x − y)i (x − y) j
|x − y|2 .

(2)

This result is independent of the gauge parameter, but one
may still wonder whether it is meaningful or just an artefact
of the infra-red regularisation via a photon mass.

It is, therefore, desirable to have a second, independent
check of the above Eqs. (1) and (2), and this is what we will
pursue in this paper. Most importantly, we want to get rid
of the gauge-invariance breaking photon mass. For infra-red
regularisation, we consider the system in a finite volume,
namely a ball of radius R, and take R → ∞ at the end of the
day. Boundary conditions at r = R are fixed by assuming no
influence of the outside region on the fields inside the ball.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Our starting point
is the Maxwell action

S =
∫

dt
∫

r≤R

d3x

(
1

2
E2 − 1

2
B2 + jμAμ

)
, (3)

where Aμ = (−�,A) denotes the electromagnetic vector
potential, and E = −∇� − ∂tA and B = ∇ × A are the
usual electric and magnetic field strengths, respectively. The
four-current jμ is assumed to be stationary, in addition to
being conserved, so that the Hamiltonian is explicitly time-
independent. The action (3) is manifestly gauge invariant,
provided the current density across the boundary is zero. In
Sect. 2, the system is analysed in the Hamiltonian formal-
ism and quantised. Inside the ball, all fields can be expanded
in terms of a discrete basis of eigenfunctions of the Laplace
operator. Using such a basis, it is quite evident which compo-
nents can be explicitly set to zero by a gauge transformation.
The resulting system contains two standard harmonic oscil-
lators describing the two physical photons, coupled to the
stationary current density, while the dynamics of the field
� is fully constrained as expected. What is important is
that, because of the explicit gauge fixing, the constraints are
second-class. In the projection operator approach to the quan-
tisation of constrained systems [26,27], a totally constrained
canonical pair of variables is physically implemented by the
coherent, minimum uncertainty state associated with the clas-
sical values of the constrained variables.2 We identify the

2 Such a state is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. Rather, the time
evolution operator involves a projection onto this state at every moment.
This is the quantum equivalent of the fact that, in classical dynamics,

number of �-quanta with the mean occupation number of
this coherent state. The numerical constant c in (1) is seen to
arise from the arbitrariness of choosing a length scale when
transforming the phase space variables to an oscillator basis.
In the physical sector, we find that the ground state is a coher-
ent state of photons which describes the classical magnetic
field generated by the stationary electric currents. We shall
verify in Sect. 3, using a rather technical calculation, that
the mean occupation number associated with such a ground
state agrees with (2) in the case of a simple configuration
of current densities. Moreover, we provide a check of (1).
Technical details of the mode decomposition and a discus-
sion of the treatment of boundary values are deferred to the
appendix.

The interpretation of Nq that emerges from our results is
that it is a measure (albeit an ambiguous one) of the number
of quanta needed to keep the dynamics on the constrained
subspace. For gravity, where N = (M/MP)2, the question
that must be answered is how such quanta become accessible
to the S-matrix, as evidenced in [21] and through black hole
formation.

To end, let us briefly outline how the projection operator
approach may be used to derive (1) directly when quantizing
in Minkowski space. This points to a connection with the
recently discussed soft photon theorem as the Ward identity
of an asymptotic symmetry of QED [28,29] and, in the case of
gravity, to a relation with gravitational memory and the BMS
symmetry group [30]; see also [9]. Consider the asymptotic
quantisation of the electromagnetic field in retarded radial
gauge. Using the notation of [28], the free boundary data at
leading order is F (2)

ru = −A(1)
u , the constant part of which (on

S2) is proportional to the total electric charge in the system.
However, F (2)

ru is the canonical conjugate of a component of
Ar , which has been gauge fixed to zero. Hence, the quan-
tum time evolution involves a projection onto the minimum
uncertainty coherent state associated with the classical val-
ues. The mean occupation number of this state is trivially
given by (1).

2 Electrodynamics inside a ball

In this section, we analyse the action (3) in the Hamiltonian
formalism, gauge fix, and quantise. To do so, we expand all
fields in a complete and orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions
of the Laplace operator. For details of the expansion, includ-
ing a discussion of subtle issues involving boundary values,

Footnote 2 continued
the Lagrange multipliers for second-class constraints are dynamically
determined functions of time, ensuring that the system remains on the
constraint subspace. In contrast, first-class constraints can be imposed
as initial conditions [26].
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we refer to the appendix. The choice of boundary conditions
is a crucial aspect of the field dynamics. Boundary conditions
may be implemented by zero modes, which may or may not
be independent of the other modes, and must be such that the
on-shell variation of the action,

δS =
∫

dt
∫

r=R

d2x [−n · E δ� + (n × B) · δA] , (4)

vanishes. Here, n = r/r denotes the spatial unit normal
vector on the boundary. Using the notation introduced in the
appendix, one easily realises that δS = 0 is satisfied for the
simplest choice of a complete basis, in which {k} is chosen
as (53) and

�lm = A
V
lm = A

X
lm = 0. (5)

These are precisely the coefficients of the zero modes which
are not independent. That these modes are not relevant for
our purposes can also be seen from the fact that they do not
appear in the source term ( jμAμ) and, therefore, would be
physically determined by the field dynamics in the region
outside the ball and, potentially, by matching conditions at
the boundary. We assume these to be trivial.

Similarly, we expand the charge and current densities, ρ =
j0 and j, respectively, in terms of the independent modes.
Charge conservation, stationarity and the absence of currents
crossing the boundary (needed for gauge invariance) imply

j̃lmk = j
W
lm = 0. (6)

Let us also gauge fix. As is evident from (50), we can use a
gauge transformation to set3

Ãlmk = A
W
lm = 0. (7)

With these preliminaries, the Lagrangian takes the follow-
ing simple form:4

L = LX + L̂ + L�, (8a)

LX =
∑
lmk

[
1

2

∣∣∣∂t AX
lmk

∣∣∣2 − 1

2
k2
∣∣∣AX

lmk

∣∣∣2 + ( j Xlmk)
∗AX

lmk

]
,

(8b)

L̂ =
∑
lmk

[
1

2

∣∣∂t Âlmk
∣∣2 − 1

2
k2
∣∣ Âlmk

∣∣2 + ( ĵlmk)
∗ Âlmk

]
,

(8c)

3 Setting to zero A
W
lm is subtle in connection with the boundary con-

dition for �lm , because this eliminates the independent zero modes of
the electric field. One may argue again that these components are not
sourced and, therefore, would be determined by the physics outside the
ball.
4 That these expressions and others that follow are real stems from the
reality condition (47).

L� =
∑
lmk

[
1

2
k2 |�lmk |2 − (ρlmk)

∗�lmk

]
. (8d)

The standard treatment gives rise to the Hamiltonian5

H = HX + Ĥ + H�, (9a)

HX =
∑
lmk

[
1

2

∣∣∣π X
lmk

∣∣∣2 + 1

2
k2
∣∣∣AX

lmk

∣∣∣2 − ( j Xlmk)
∗AX

lmk

]
,

(9b)

Ĥ =
∑
lmk

[
1

2
|π̂lmk |2 + 1

2
k2
∣∣ Âlmk

∣∣2 − ( ĵlmk)
∗ Âlmk

]
,

(9c)

H� = −L� =
∑
lmk

[
−1

2
k2 |�lmk |2 + (ρlmk)

∗�lmk

]
, (9d)

with the non-zero Poisson brackets{
AX
lmk, (π

X
l ′m′k′)∗

}
= {

Âlmk, (π̂l ′m′k′)∗
}={�lmk, (πl ′m′k′)∗

}
= δll ′δmm′δkk′ . (10)

Finding the ground state for HX and Ĥ , which describe
canonical harmonic oscillators, is straightforward. Consider
HX . After quantisation, the Hamiltonian (9b) is diagonalised
by the transformation6

AX
lmk =

√
h̄

2k

[
almk + (−1)ma†

l(−m)k

]
,

π X
lmk = −i

√
h̄k

2

[
almk − (−1)ma†

l(−m)k

]
, (11)

with the ladder operators satisfying

[
almk, a

†
l ′m′k′

]
= δll ′δmm′δkk′ . (12)

The Hamiltonian (9b) becomes, normal ordered and with the
zero point energy dropped,

HX =
∑
lmk

[
h̄k

(
a†
lmk − 1√

2h̄k3
( j Xlmk)

∗
)

×
(
almk − 1√

2h̄k3
j Xlmk

)
− 1

2k2

∣∣∣ j Xlmk

∣∣∣2
]
. (13)

Therefore, the ground state of HX in the presence of a non-
zero source is a coherent state of photons,

almk | j〉 = j Xlmk√
2h̄k3

| j〉, (14)

5 For notational simplicity, we define the canonical momenta by π =
δL

δ(∂tφ∗)
.

6 We omit any notation on the ladder operators that would distinguish
between the different field components. The somewhat unusual signs
in (11) arise from the reality condition (47).
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with the mean occupation number given by

N X =
∑
lmk

1

2h̄k3

∣∣∣ j Xlmk

∣∣∣2 . (15)

The analysis for Ĥ is identical.
The dynamics of the electric field is fully determined by

the constraints

πlmk ≈ 0,
{
H�, πlmk

} = −k2�lmk + ρlmk ≈ 0. (16)

Because the constraints are second-class, they cannot be
imposed as operator identities on the full Hilbert space.
Whereas Dirac’s formalism would effectively discard this
canonical pair, the projection operator approach to the quan-
tisation of constrained systems [26,27] treats the constraints
as classical equations, which must be approximated as pre-
cisely as possible by a quantum state. For second-class con-
straints, this means a projection onto a minimum uncertainty
coherent state. Introduce ladder operators satisfying (12) by

�lmk =
√
h̄Llmk

2

[
almk + (−1)ma†

l(−m)k

]
,

πlmk = −i

√
h̄

2Llmk

[
almk − (−1)ma†

l(−m)k

]
, (17)

where Llmk are arbitrary, but of unit length. This is differ-
ent from the dynamical degrees of freedom (11), where this
factor was uniquely determined by the diagonalisation of the
Hamiltonian. Here, it is natural to construct Llmk as a combi-
nation of R and 1/k, with non-negative coefficients of order
unity that may depend on l and m,

Llmk = αlm
1

k
+ βlm R. (18)

Then, using (17) and (16), the mean occupation number of
the coherent state implementing the constraints is found to
be

N� =
∑
lmk

|ρlmk |2
2h̄(αlmk3 + βlm Rk4)

. (19)

In the next section, we will check with simple examples
that (15) and (19) agree with (2) and (1), respectively, when
R → ∞.

3 Checks of photon number formulae

Here we check that our results (15) and (19) agree, for simple
configurations of current and charge densities and in the R →
∞ limit, with the general formulae (2) and (1), respectively.

3.1 Magnetic field

Consider a current I running in a loop of radius ρ. In spherical
coordinates, the current density can be given by

j(r) = I

r
δ(θ − π/2) δ(r − ρ) eφ. (20)

The general formula (2) readily yields

N j = (Iρ)2

2h̄
. (21)

We start by decomposing the current density (20). One
easily realises that the only non-zero components are7

j Xlmk = 1

clk
√
l(l + 1)

∫
d3r jl(kr) j(r) · (r × ∇Y ∗

lm

)

= 1

clk
√
l(l + 1)

∫
d3r jl(kr)∇Y ∗

lm · [j(r) × r]

= − I

clk
√
l(l + 1)

ρ jl(kρ)

2π∫

0

dϕ ∂θY
∗
lm

∣∣
θ=π/2 . (22)

With the explicit expression of the spherical harmonics

Ylm(�) = (−1)m

√
(2l + 1)(l − m)!

4π(l + m)! Pm
l (cos θ) eimϕ, (23)

where Pm
l (x) denote the associated Legendre polynomials,

(22) becomes

j Xlmk = I

clk
δm0

√
π(2l + 1)

l(l + 1)
ρ jl(kρ) P′

l(0)

= I

clk
δm0

√
π(2l + 1)

l(l + 1)
ρ jl(kρ)

{
(−1)n

(2n+1)!!
2nn! for l = 2n + 1,

0 for l = 2n.
(24)

Hence, the mean photon number in the magnetic field (15)
is

N X =
∑
lmk

1

2h̄k3

∣∣∣ j Xlmk

∣∣∣2

= (Iρ)2

2h̄

∞∑
n=0

2π(4n + 3)

(2n + 1)(2n + 2)

[
(2n + 1)!!

2nn!
]2

×
∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
j2n+1(xnρ/R)

j2n+2(xn)

]2

, (25)

7 While Ylm is orthogonal to eφ , the eφ component of lm vanishes
upon the φ-integration.
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Fig. 1 Contour in the complex
plane used to evaluate the sum
(27). The radii of the large and
small semicircles are intended
as the limits to ∞ and 0,
respectively

where the xn denote the positive zeros of j2n+1(x). We have
used also (54). To verify (21), we have to show that

∞∑
n=0

2π(4n + 3)

(2n + 1)(2n + 2)

[
(2n + 1)!!

2nn!
]2

× lim
R→∞

∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
j2n+1(xnρ/R)

j2n+2(xn)

]2

= 1. (26)

Let us consider the sum over xn . Expressing the spherical
Bessel functions in terms of Bessel functions, we have

∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
j2n+1(axn)

j2n+2(xn)

]2

= 1

a

∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
J2n+3/2(axn)

J2n+5/2(xn)

]2

,

(27)

and we can identify the xn also as the positive zeros of
J2n+3/2(x). The sum on the right hand side of (27) is very
similar to the one appearing in the Kneser–Sommerfeld for-
mula in Watson’s treatise on Bessel functions [31]. This for-
mula, however, is known to be incorrect [32–34], but we can
apply the method used (wrongly) in the proof of the formula
to obtain our result.8 The method goes back to [35,36].

For ν > 1/2, which holds in our case, consider the fol-
lowing function of a complex variable z:9

F(z) = H(1)
ν (az) H(2)

ν (z) − H(2)
ν (az) H(1)

ν (z)

z2

Jν(az)

Jν(z)
. (28)

Calculate the integral of F(z) on the loop contour depicted
in Fig. 1. The residue theorem yields

∮
dz F(z) = −8

∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
Jν(axn)

Jν+1(xn)

]2

, (29)

8 Compared to our analysis, the proof in the book wrongly states that the
contributions to the contour integral from the upper and lower imaginary
axes cancel each other, which is not the case.
9 Jν(z), Nν(z), H(1)

ν (z) and H(2)
ν (z) denote the Bessel functions of the

first, second and third kind, respectively.

where the sum on the right hand side is over all the pos-
itive zeros of Jν(x). On the right hand side, we recognise
the expression we need in (27). The contour integral on the
left hand side must be evaluated directly. It is easy to see
that the integral over the large semicircle vanishes in the
infinite radius limit. In contrast to the derivation of the (cor-
rected) Kneser–Sommerfeld formula [32–34], the contribu-
tions from the upper and lower imaginary axes do not cancel,
but are equal to each other. In addition, the contribution from
the small semicircle, which is divergent in the zero radius
limit, is easily found by considering the asymptotic behaviour
of the integrand. Thus, after some manipulation, one finds

∮
dz F(z) = lim

ε→0

{
8

π

∞∫

ε

dy

y2

[
Iν(ay) Kν(ay)

− Iν(ay)2 Kν(y)

Iν(y)

]
− 4

ενπ

(
1 − a2ν

)}
(30)

The last term is the contribution from the small semicir-
cle contour. To continue, we integrate by parts after writing
y−2 = −∂y y−1 and find that the boundary term cancels the
term from the semicircle contour. The remaining integral is
finite in the ε → 0 limit,

∮
dz F(z) = 8

π

∞∫

0

dy

y

{
a

[
Kν(ay) Iν+1(ay)

− Kν−1(ay) Iν(ay)

]
− ∂y

Iν(ay)2 Kν(y)

Iν(y)

}
(31)

We are interested in the a → 0 behaviour. Rescaling the
integration variable by y → y/a shows that the last term in
the integral is exponentially suppressed in this limit, while
the other two terms can be readily integrated, resulting in

∮
dz F(z) = −4a

π

(
ν2 − 1

4

)−1

+ · · · , (32)

where the ellipses indicate the exponentially suppressed
terms.

Then, combining (32), (29) and (27) yields (remember
ν = 2n + 3

2 )

lim
a→0

∑
xn

1

x3
n

[
j2n+1(axn)

j2n+2(xn)

]2

= 1

2π(2n + 1)(2n + 2)
, (33)

and the left hand side of (26) becomes

∞∑
n=0

(4n + 3)

(2n + 2)2

[
(2n − 1)!!

2nn!
]2

=
∞∑
n=0

(4n + 3)

(2n + 2)2
|P2n(0)|2 .
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Finally, using a recursion relation for Legendre polynomials,
this can be rewritten as

∞∑
n=0

[
1 − (2n + 1)2

(2n + 2)2

]
|P2n(0)|2

=
∞∑
n=0

[
|P2n(0)|2 − |P2n+2(0)|2

]
= |P0(0)|2 = 1,

which proves (26).

3.2 Electric field

Consider a spherical shell of radius ρ and total charge Q,
described by the charge density

ρ = Q

4πr2 δ(r − ρ). (34)

Expanding (34) yields the non-zero-mode coefficients

ρ00k = Q√
2πR3

j0(kρ)

j1(kR)
, (35)

so that the mean number of quanta (19) becomes

N� = Q2

4π h̄

∑
xn

1

αx3
n + βx4

n

[
j0(xnρ/R)

j1(xn)

]2

, (36)

with xn = nπ (n = 1, 2, . . .) being the positive zeros of
j0(x).

If we show that the sum in (36) is finite, we would have
verified (1) for this simple case. It is evident that the constant
c in (1) arises from the freedom to choose α and β. First, let
us show that β must be non-zero in order for c to be finite.
For β = 0, the sum is of the same form as we discussed in
the previous subsection, but here we have ν = 1/2, so that
the result (32) is divergent. We mention that, in the case of
regularisation with a finite photon mass [25], c would have
diverged if the gauge fixing term had been removed, i.e., for
a Proca Lagrangian.

The sum can be evaluated exactly for the special case
α = 0. In that case, after inserting the explicit expressions
for the spherical Bessel functions, we obtain10

c = R2

2π4βρ2

∞∑
n=1

1 − cos(2πnρ/R)

n4 = 1

6β

(
1 − ρ

R

)2
.

(37)

This vanishes for r = R as expected from (36), i.e., when
the charge is removed from the ball. The limit R → ∞ is
trivial.

10 The sums can be found in [37].

In the general case, we have

c = R2

βπ4ρ2

∞∑
n=1

sin2(πnρ/R)

n4 + α
πβ

n3 . (38)

Taking the R → ∞ limit first yields

c = 1

βπ2

∞∑
n=1

1

n
(
n + α

πβ

) = 1

πα

[
ψ

(
1 + α

πβ

)
− ψ(1)

]

= 1

πα

∞∑
k=2

(−1)kζ(k)

(
α

πβ

)k−1

, (39)

under the condition α
βπ

> −1. The limiting cases β = 0 and
α = 0 are easily reproduced.

Finally, let us argue that, for a given charge distribution
within a finite radius, only the l = 0 part of the sum con-
tributes to N� when the limit R → ∞ is taken. Consider,
for example, the l = 1 terms. The contribution of these terms
will be proportional to P2, where P is the total electric dipole
moment, which is assumed to be finite. Hence, for dimen-
sional reasons, the contribution of the l = 1 terms to N�

will be c1
P2

h̄ R2 , with a generically finite numerical constant
c1. Therefore, these contributions, as well as any contribu-
tion from l > 0, vanish in the limit R → ∞.
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A Field decomposition

In this appendix, we summarise the expansion of scalar and
vector fields inside a ball of radius R in terms of solutions of
the Helmholtz equation

(
∇2 + k2

)
� = 0,

(
∇2 + k2

)
A = 0. (40)

In spherical coordinates, the angular dependence of scalar
and vector fields is expressed most conveniently in terms of
the scalar and vector spherical harmonics, respectively. The
scalar spherical harmonicsYlm(�) are well-known functions.
Vector spherical harmonics may be less familiar, but are often
used in electrodynamics, for example for multipole expan-
sions. In this paper, we adopt the definitions of the vector
spherical harmonicsYlm(�), lm(�) and �lm(�) presented
in [38], to which we refer for details. From these functions,
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we define the following mutually orthogonal and normalised
combinations, similar to the conventions of [39]:

Vlm = [(l + 1)(2l + 1)]−1/2 [−(l + 1)Ylm + lm] , (41a)

Wlm = [l(2l + 1)]−1/2 (lYlm + lm) , (41b)

Xlm = [l(l + 1)]−1/2 �lm . (41c)

The radial dependence of the solutions of (40) involves
the spherical Bessel functions,

jn(x) =
√

π

2x
Jn+1/2(x), (42)

where Jν(x) is a Bessel function of the first kind, and
n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We recall the standard orthogonality prop-
erty [40],

1∫

0

dx x Jν(αmx)Jν(αnx)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 for m �= n,
1
2 [Jν+1(αn)]2 for m = n, b = 0,

1
2α2

n

(
a2

b2 + α2
n − ν2

)
[Jν(αn)]2 for m = n, b �= 0,

(43)

where the αm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . denote the positive roots of
aJν(x)+bx J ′

ν(x), a, b ∈ R, and ν > −1. Solutions of (40),
which are regular inside the ball, are

φlmk(�, r) = c−1
lk Ylm(�) jl(kr) (l = 0, 1, 2, . . .),

(44a)

vlmk(�, r) = c−1
lk Vlm(�) jl+1(kr) (l = 0, 1, 2, . . .),

(44b)

wlmk(�, r) = c−1
lk Wlm(�) jl−1(kr) (l = 1, 2, 3 . . .),

(44c)

xlmk(�, r) = c−1
lk Xlm(�) jl(kr) (l = 1, 2, 3 . . .),

(44d)

where clk are normalisation constants, which we take to be
equal with hindsight. In addition to these solutions, there are
zero modes (k = 0), for which the spherical Bessel functions
jn(kr) are replaced by rn ,11

φlm(�, r) = Ylm(�)
( r

R

)l
(l = 0, 1, 2, . . .), (45a)

vlm(�, r) = Vlm(�)
( r

R

)l+1
(l = 0, 1, 2, . . .), (45b)

wlm(�, r) = Wlm(�)
( r

R

)l−1
(l = 1, 2, 3 . . .), (45c)

11 Throughout the paper, zero-mode-related quantities are distin-
guished by a bar.

xlm(�, r) = Xlm(�)
( r

R

)l
(l = 1, 2, 3 . . .). (45d)

Solutions involving the spherical Bessel functions yn(kr) as
well as negative powers of r are to be excluded by regularity.

To form a basis, it is necessary to specify a set {k}, for
which the functions (44), possibly including some of the zero
modes (45), are complete. We shall postpone this and first
discuss properties that are independent of the choice of {k}.

Consider a generic (possibly overcomplete) expansion for
real scalar fields, which reads

�(�, r) =
∑
lmk

φlmk(�, r)�lmk +
∑
lm

φlm(�, r)�lm, (46)

where the mode coefficients satisfy the reality condition

�∗
lmk = (−1)m�l(−m)k, �

∗
lm = (−1)m�l(−m). (47)

These follow from the properties of the spherical harmonics.
Similarly, the generic expansion of vector fields reads

A =
∑
lmk

[
vlmk(�, r)AV

lmk + wlmk(�, r)AW
lmk + xlmk(�, r)AX

lmk

]

+
∑
lm

[
vlm(�, r)A

V
lm + wlm(�, r)A

W
lm + xlm(�, r)A

X
lm

]
, (48)

and the mode coefficients satisfy analogous reality conditions
to (47). It turns out to be convenient to introduce the following
combinations:

Âlmk =
√

l

2l + 1
AV
lmk −

√
l + 1

2l + 1
AW
lmk (l = 1, 2, 3, . . .),

(49a)

Ãlmk =
√

l + 1

2l + 1
AV
lmk +

√
l

2l + 1
AW
lmk (l = 0, 1, 2, . . .).

(49b)

It is now possible to express the gradient of scalars, as well
as the divergence and curl of vectors, in terms of the mode
coefficients. Straightforward calculations yield

(̃∇�)lmk = k�lmk, (∇�)
W
lm =

√
l(2l + 1)

R
�lm, (50a)

(̂∇�)lmk = (∇�)Xlmk = (∇�)
V
lm = (∇�)

X
lm = 0, (50b)

(∇ · A)lmk = −k Ãlmk,

(∇ · A)lm = −2l + 3

R

√
l + 1

2l + 1
A
V
lm, (51)

̂(∇ × A)lmk = k AX
lmk,

(∇ × A)Xlmk = k Âlmk, (52a)

(∇ × A)
W
lm = −

√
(l + 1)(2l + 1)

R
A
X
lm,

123
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(∇ × A)
X
lm = 2l + 3

R

√
l

2l + 1
A
V
lm, (52b)

˜(∇ × A)lmk = (∇ × A)
V
lm = 0. (52c)

It is an easy exercise to verify (40) using (50)–(52) and the
identity ∇2A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × (∇ × A).

Let us now choose a set {k}. If it were just for the scalar
fields, this choice would be dictated by the boundary con-
ditions at r = R, but the presence of the vector fields and
the relations (50)–(52) make things somewhat more compli-
cated. The simplest choice is

{k} = {k : jl(kR) = 0, k > 0} . (53)

With (53) and the normalisation constant

clk =
√

R3

2
jl+1(kR), (54)

the functions (44) are orthonormal with respect to the inner
products

(�,) =
∫

d2�

R∫

0

dr r2�∗,

(A,B) =
∫

d2�

R∫

0

dr r2A∗ · B. (55)

The overlaps with the zero modes (45) are

(
φlmk, φl ′m′

) = (xlmk, xl ′m′) = δll ′δmm′

√
2R

k
, (56a)

(vlmk, vl ′m′) = δll ′δmm′

√
2

R

2l + 3

k2 ,

(wlmk,wl ′m′) = 0. (56b)

The last equation shows that the vector zero modes wlm are
needed for completeness. The other zero modes, although
not independent, are nevertheless useful for implementing
boundary conditions that are not satisfied by the independent
modes. Let us illustrate this for the scalar field. Consider a
zero mode and expand it in terms of the complete basis,

φlm =
∑
l ′m′k

(
φl ′m′k, φlm

)
φl ′m′k =

∑
k

√
2R

k
φlmk . (57)

According to (50), its gradient is a vector field with coeffi-

cients ( ˜∇φlm)lmk = √
2R, which has infinite norm

2R
∑
k

1 = ∞, (58)

although
(∇φlm,∇φlm

)
is finite. The discrepancy is easily

seen to arise from the boundary condition. Whereas the zero
mode is non-zero at the boundary, the right hand side of
(57) vanishes there, but it agrees with the zero mode every-
where else, including at any infinitesimal distance from the
boundary. This implies that the r -derivative of the expansion
diverges at the boundary, leading to (58). The trick is to add
a zero-norm state,

� =
∑
lmk

�lmkφlmk +
∑
lm

�lm

[
φlm −

∑
k

√
2R

k
φlmk

]
,

(59)

and fix the coefficients �lm using the boundary values of �.
That the last term in (59) is a zero-norm state follows from
[41]

∑
k

1

k2 = R2S2,l+1/2 = R2

2(2l + 3)
,

∑
k

1

k4 = R4S4,l+1/2 = R4

2(2l + 3)2(2l + 5)
. (60)

This discussion justifies the use of the generic expansion
(46), where �lmk must now include the contribution from
the zero-norm state. An analogous procedure applies for the
vector zero modes vlm and xlm .

We mention that the choice (53) for {k} is not manda-
tory, but is the unique choice that makes all three sets of the
bulk vector modes orthonormal. For example, we could have
chosen

{k} = {k : jl−1(kR) = 0, k > 0} (61)

and

clk =
√

R3

2
jl(kR). (62)

This would have rendered the w-modes complete, but the v-
modes would not form an orthogonal basis, although it would
still be complete.
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